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The song begins with an ostinato for guitar, piano or violin. The first violins enter playing unison and then continue playing the first four notes, chords E minor
pentatonic (low B), E minor, A minor and D major, which are played arpeggiowise and chordwise in an inverted fashion. In the second part of the song the main

theme starts, with a prominent cycle of E minor major 9, E minor minor 7, E minor minor 6, F minor 9, F minor 6, A minor 7, with a bass progression of three
eighth notes, semiquaver, to F minor. Then, a variation of the main theme, with the first four notes playing once again in an inverted fashion. In the next bar, the
subject starts again, but this time in the upper voice, the second violin and the cello play it strongly, and once again in the inverted fashion, and the next part of
the song starts and is repeated twice, showing both the main theme and one of the variations with a strong crescendo. Then the chords change to G minor. The

upper voice of the guitar plays a chord figure over a second theme based on a cycle of C minor major 6, C minor 3, D minor 3, E minor 3, F sharp minor 3, G
minor 3, B major 3, and this completes the first part of the song. In the second part of the song the main theme starts together with the first four notes playing

the third time, and this time played arpeggiowise. The bass then plays again a variation of the main theme, starting and ending in the lowest register. The guitar
now plays the main theme and in the next two bars this time plays the fourth time, with the first four notes in an inverted fashion. Then the music reverts to G
minor. The bass plays again a variation of the main theme, and the first four notes are played in an inverted fashion and the guitar plays the second theme in a
short cadenza. After this the song returns to the first theme, and this is repeated three times and the first part of the song ends. In the second part of the song
the main theme starts in the violins and the cello. The bass plays the second theme and the guitar plays the third theme, both in an inverted fashion, and the

first theme is played by the first violin, followed by the second violin playing the fourth theme, and the same happens with the third and fourth themes. Then the
first theme is played by the violins and cello, and the other themes again in an inverted fashion. Then the first theme is played by the bass in the lowest register,

and the cello plays the second theme in the lowest register, followed by the third theme in the lowest register by the cello and the second violin, and all of the
themes played in an inverted fashion. Then the second part of the song ends.
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La Cumparsita is probably the most famous tango. Gerardo Hernan Matos Rodriguez (1897-1948 in Uruguay) ist the composer. A composer collegue (Miguel
Villasboas) tells that Rodriguez sold the composition fo 50 Pesos to an Argentine editor. The same day he bet this sum on a horse an lost. La cumparsita is

probably the most famous tango. Gerardo Hernan Matos Rodriguez (1897-1948 in Uruguay) ist the composer. A composer collegue (Miguel Villasboas) tells that
Rodriguez sold the composition fo 50 Pesos to an Argentine editor. The same day he bet this sum on a horse an lost. PLEASE NOTE: Your Digital Download will

have a watermark at the bottom of each page that will include your name, purchase date and number of copies purchased. You are only authorized to print the
number of copies that you have purchased. You may not digitally distribute or print more copies than purchased for use (i.e., you may not print or digitally

distribute individual copies to friends or students). La Cumparsita by Gerardo Matos Rodriguez (1897-1948)Gerardo Hernan Matos Rodrguez born in Montevideo,
Uruguay, also known as Becho. Gerardo was the son of the owner of the Moulin Rougle, a popular local cabaret. He studied architecture, but did not complete

the course. He began composing as a young student in 1917, and his first known work, La Cumparsita, which he wrote on the piano of the Federacin de
Estudiantes of Uruguay. It became one of the most recognizable tango pieces, though ironically, Matos was initially too shy to play the piece himself, and it

became well-known through the performance of others. 5ec8ef588b
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